
CSE 497: Advanced Programming Languages

Prof. G. Tan
Fall 2011

Homework 3
Total: 12 points. Due on Sept 22nd by 2:30pm

Readings. Read Chapter 5 and 6 of the textbook.

Submission format. Put your answers into one electronic file and submit it through CourseSite. Please
ensure that you file has a comment that includes your name, Lehigh network user id. Please add comments
that clearly mark your solutions for each problem.

1. (2 points) For the lambda expression (λx. λy. x y)(λx. x y).

(a) Use the call-by-value reduction strategy to find its normal form. You may need to rename some
bound variables.

(b) Describe what goes wrong if you do not rename bound variables.

2. (2 points.) The Algol-like program fragment

function f(x)
return x+4

end;
function g(y)

return 3-y
end;
f(g(1));

can be written as the following lambda expression:(
(λf. λg. f(g 1)) (λx.x + 4)

)
(λy. 3− y)

Reduce the expression to a normal form using the call-by-value strategy. In the reduction, assume
that you are supplied with extra rules that allow you to reduce the addition or subtraction of two
natural numbers into the corresponding results.

3. (2 points) In λ-calculus, define a term called even. It takes a Church numeral and returns a Church
boolean; it returns true if and only if the input Church numeral represents an even number. You are
allowed to use those terms already defined in the textbook.

4. (2 points) For the term (λx. x (λy. x y)) (λx. x y x),

• reduce it to a normal form using the call-by-value strategy;

• reduce it to a normal form using the strategy of full-beta reduction.
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5. (4 points) We have studied the small-step operational semantics of λ-calculus using the call-by-value
strategy in class. We also discussed informally other evaluation strategies.

• Write down a set of rules that models the small-step operational semantics of full-beta reduction.

• Write down a set of rules that models the small-step operational semantics of the call-by-name
evaluation.
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